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Purpose: To introduce wave-encoded acquisition and reconstruction tech-
niques for highly accelerated EPI with reduced g-factor penalty and image
artifacts.
Theory and Methods: Wave-EPI involves application of sinusoidal gradients
during the EPI readout, which spreads the aliasing in all spatial directions,
thereby taking better advantage of 3D coil sensitivity profiles. The amount of
voxel spreading that can be achieved by the wave gradients during the short
EPI readout period is constrained by the slew rate of the gradient coils and
peripheral nerve stimulation monitor. We propose to use a “half-cycle” sinu-
soidal gradient to increase the amount of voxel spreading that can be achieved
while respecting the slew and stimulation constraints. Extending wave-EPI to
multi-shot acquisition minimizes geometric distortion and voxel blurring at
high in-plane resolutions, while structured low-rank regularization mitigates
shot-to-shot phase variations. To address gradient imperfections, we propose
to use different point spread functions for the k-space lines with positive and
negative polarities, which are calibrated with a FLEET-based reference scan.
Results: Wave-EPI enabled whole-brain single-shot gradient-echo (GE) and
multi-shot spin-echo (SE) EPI acquisitions at high acceleration factors at 3T
and was combined with g-Slider encoding to boost the SNR level in 1 mm
isotropic diffusion imaging. Relative to blipped-CAIPI, wave-EPI reduced aver-
age and maximum g-factors by up to 1.21- and 1.37-fold at Rin ×Rsms = 3× 3,
respectively.
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Conclusion: Wave-EPI allows highly accelerated single- and multi-shot EPI
with reduced g-factor and artifacts and may facilitate clinical and neuroscien-
tific applications of EPI by improving the spatial and temporal resolution in
functional and diffusion imaging.
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diffusion imaging, functional imaging, g-Slider, low-rank reconstruction, multi-shot EPI,
parallel imaging, SMS imaging, wave-CAIPI, wave-EPI

1 INTRODUCTION

EPI provides fast encoding per imaging slice and has found
wide application in clinical and neuroscientific acqui-
sitions,1–3 especially in functional (fMRI) and diffusion
(dMRI) imaging.4,5 However, single-shot EPI suffers from
severe susceptibility-induced geometric distortion and T2-
and T2*-induced voxel blurring due to low bandwidth
along the phase-encoding direction.6,7 These artifacts only
get worse at higher in-plane resolution as the time it takes
to acquire each line of k-space increases approximately
linearly.

In-plane parallel imaging (PI) acceleration is an
effective approach to mitigating EPI-related artifacts
by reducing the effective echo spacing.8–10 Existing PI
approaches aim to achieve high accelerations by exploit-
ing linear dependencies across the multi-coil data, either
through interpolation across k-space (e.g., GRAPPA11),
or image-space reconstruction using a pre-calculated
coil sensitivity map (e.g., SENSE12). More recent work,
ESPIRiT, has helped bridge the gap between GRAPPA and
SENSE.13

Another approach to mitigate EPI-related artifacts
is multi-shot (MS-) acquisition. This also provides a
reduction in effective echo spacing by segmenting the
k-space into multiple portions which are covered across
multiple TRs. However, potential shot-to-shot phase vari-
ations across multiple EPI shots may lead to additional
artifacts.14–16 Recent algorithms including multiplexed
sensitivity encoding (MUSE17) and multi-shot sensi-
tivity encoded diffusion data recovery using structured
low-rank matrix completion (MUSSELS18) allow for suc-
cessful and navigator-free combination of these shots.
MUSE achieves this by estimating phase variations from
interim shot images and incorporating these into a final
joint SENSE reconstruction where all the shot data are
combined. MUSSELS jointly reconstructs MS-EPI images
using Hankel structured low-rank constraint across
the EPI shots. Similar structured low-rank priors have
also been previously explored in LORAKS,19,20 SAKE,21

and ALOHA22 for image reconstruction in spin-warp

acquisitions as well as Nyquist ghost correction23,24

in EPI.
Simultaneous multislice (SMS) acquisition excites and

encodes multiple imaging slices simultaneously to offer
a significant reduction in TR.25–28 Controlled aliasing in
parallel imaging (CAIPI) modulates the phase of excited
slices in k-space to improve the PI conditioning for resolv-
ing collapsed slice data.29 This phase modulation induces
inter-slice shifts in the phase encoding (PE) direction so
that image aliasing is distributed in both PE and slice
dimensions. Blipped-CAIPI extends the CAIPI strategy
to echo-planar trajectories.30 This modulates the phase
of the excited slices by using small gradient-blips in the
slice-selection direction during ramp-time between the
adjacent readouts to create inter-slice shifts in the PE
direction.

Wave-CAIPI is a more recent controlled aliasing
method that can further reduce noise amplification and
aliasing artifacts.31,32 It uses extra sinusoidal gradient mod-
ulations in the phase- and the partition-encoding direc-
tions during the readout to better harness coil sensitivity
variations in all three dimensions. Wave encoding also
incorporates 2D-CAIPI inter-slice shifts to improve the PI
conditioning33 and has found applications in highly accel-
erated gradient echo (GE), MPRAGE, and fast spin echo
acquisitions.32,34–37

We had previously combined wave encoding with
EPI readout for GE contrast and demonstrated high
in-plane acceleration to reduce geometric distortion
and T2* blurring in earlier ISMRM proceedings.38–41

In this work, we report improvements in calibration,
acquisition, and reconstruction strategies for wave-EPI.
Specifically,

1. We use different point spread functions (PSFs) to rep-
resent the voxel spreading effect of sinusoidal gradi-
ents for the k-space lines with positive and negative
polarities. This “dual PSF” approach allows us to
address potential imperfections in all three gradient
axes. We estimate these PSFs from rapid calibration
scans with FLEET acquisition ordering.42
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2. The amount of voxel spreading that can be achieved
by the wave gradients during the short EPI readout is
constrained by the slew rate and the peripheral nerve
stimulation (PNS) limit. We propose to increase the
amount of voxel spreading using a “half-cycle” sinu-
soidal.

3. We incorporate SMS encoding to improve efficiency,
and MS capability to further reduce distortion and
T2/T2*-induced voxel blurring. We extend these capa-
bilities to spin echo (SE) and diffusion contrasts. Incor-
porating structured low-rank regularization allows for
leveraging the similarities across the shots for improved
reconstruction and accounts for potential shot-to-shot
phase differences.

4. We take advantage of the SNR benefit provided by the
volumetric noise averaging in the RF-encoded g-Slider
approach,43 and push the spatial resolution in wave-EPI
acquisition. We propose a joint image reconstruction
method that incorporates g-Slider slab encoding oper-
ator into the wave-EPI forward model to minimize
potential resolution loss due to an intravoxel blurring
effect from wave gradients.

These improvements allowed us to demonstrate up to
1.21- and 1.37-fold gain in average and maximum g-factor
noise amplification over blipped-CAIPI for single-shot
GE-EPI using a 32-channel head coil at Rin × Rsms = 3× 3.
Wave-EPI provided marked improvement in image qual-
ity at the high acceleration rate of Rin × Rsms = 5× 2-fold
per shot in diffusion acquisition using two shots of EPI.
Further, we demonstrate high resolution diffusion data
at 1 mm isotropic voxel size by combining g-Slider with
wave-EPI at Rin × Rsms = 6× 2-fold acceleration using
two EPI shots with high SNR and geometric fidelity and
improved g-factor mitigation.

2 THEORY

2.1 Voxel spreading by wave-encoding

Wave-encoding uses additional sinusoidal gradients dur-
ing the readout to take better advantage of 3D coil sensitiv-
ity profiles.31 Wave-encoding modulates the phase during
the readout and incurs a corkscrew trajectory in k-space.
The wave-encoded signal, s, can be explained using the
following equation.

s(t) = ∫
x,y,z

m(x, y, z)e−i2𝜋(kx(t)x+kyy+kzz)

e−i𝛾∫ t
0 (gy(𝜏)y+gz(𝜏)z)d𝜏dxdydz (1)

where m is the magnetization, 𝛾 is the gyromagnetic ratio,
and g is the time-varying sinusoidal wave gradient. The

voxel signal displacement can be defined by the phase
modulation of wave-encoding over kx as follows.

s(t) = ∫
x,y,z

m(x, y, z)e−i2𝜋(kx(t)(x+d(t,y,z))+kyy+kzz)dxdydz (2)

where d(t, y, z) =
𝛾∫ t

0
(

gy(𝜏)y + gz(𝜏)z
)

d𝜏
2𝜋kx(t)

. (3)

Voxel spreading by wave-encoding, d(t, y, z), is a func-
tion of readout time and the position in the y- and
z-dimensions, which distributes aliasing in three dimen-
sions in accelerated acquisitions.

2.2 Limited voxel spreading in EPI
acquisition

In EPI acquisition, the maximum amount of signal dis-
placement is limited by the short readout window. To
explain the relation between signal displacement and the
readout duration, we first describe the signal displacement
by cosine wave-encoding in the y direction as follows.

d(t, y) = y ⋅
γ∫ t

0 gy(τ)d𝜏
2πkx(t)

= y ⋅ 1
2π
⋅
∫ t

0 Gw cos
(

2πnc
Tr
τ
)

d𝜏

Gxt

= y ⋅ 1
2π
⋅

Gw

Gx
⋅

sin
(

2πnc
Tr

t
)

2πnc
Tr

t

= y ⋅ 1
2𝜋

⋅
Gw

Gx
⋅ sinc

(
2𝜋 nc

Tr
t
)

(4)

where Tr is the duration of the readout window, nc is the
number of wave cycles, Gw is the amplitude of the cosine
wave-encoding gradient, and Gx is the amplitude of the
readout gradient. The maximum of Gw is constrained by
the slew rate of the gradient coil, Rmax, due to:

Gw ≤ RmaxTr

2𝜋nc
. (5)

The voxel spreading can be described using Rmax, Tr, and
nc as follows.

d(t, y) ≤ y ⋅ 1
2π
⋅

1
Gx

⋅
RmaxTr

2πnc
⋅ sinc

(
2πnc

Tr
t
)
. (6)

Increasing Tr can maximize voxel spreading and improve
conditioning of parallel imaging reconstruction. However,
in EPI acquisition, high receiver bandwidth is required
to mitigate EPI-related artifacts by reducing echo spac-
ing time, which limits the achievable voxel spreading. The
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spreading incurred by the sine wave-encoding in the z
direction is similarly limited. In Equation (6), most of the
variables are constrained by FOV, hardware specifications
and receiver bandwidth; only nc can be adjusted. In this
paper, we increase the maximum voxel spreading by min-
imizing nc while maintaining a high receiver bandwidth
in EPI acquisition. We chose a “half-cycle” cosine and
one cycle sine wave-encoding in the y and z directions,
respectively.

3 METHODS

3.1 Wave-EPI

Wave-CAIPI strategy was applied to EPI readout to mit-
igate geometric distortion and T2 and/or T2* blurring by
minimizing the effective echo spacing with high in-plane
undersampling and reduce the TR using multiband accel-
eration. Figure 1A shows the proposed wave-SE-EPI
sequence diagram, where “half-cycle” of cosine wave gra-
dients and one-cycle of sine wave gradients were applied
in the phase encoding and the slice-selection directions,
respectively. This creates the usual corkscrew wave trajec-
tory as shown in Figure 1B, but doubles the amplitude
in the phase-encoding sinusoidal in the presence of strin-
gent slew rate limitations, provided that the PNS limit is
not exceeded. Because the polarity of the readout gradi-
ent is alternating between even and odd EPI readouts, the
polarity of the cosine wave-gradients is also flipped to

maintain the consistency of the k-space trajectory of the
wave-EPI sequence.

3.2 Dual PSF and calibration scan

Wave-PSFs are expected to be applied in the x direction
via convolution operator, but we multiply the Fourier
transform of wave-PSFs in the kx domain for conve-
nience. Because eddy currents and system imperfections
can create differences between the actual and theoretical
wave-PSFs, accurate characterization of the actual k-space
trajectory is needed. In addition, wave-encoding gradients
are continuously flipping their polarity to maintain the
trajectory consistency in k-space, as a result, the positive
and negative readouts may have different PSFs due to such
imperfections. We propose to calibrate and use the Fourier
transform of “dual” wave-PSFs to de-convolve the positive
and negative readouts as shown in Figure 2A.

To estimate the experimental PSF, we developed
a reference scan based on the fast low-angle excita-
tion echo-planar technique (FLEET) with and with-
out wave-encoding.42 Reference scans were acquired
twice with opposite readout gradient-polarities44 to esti-
mate PSFs in both positive and negative polarities. The
Fourier transform of wave-PSFs can be directly calculated
from the phase difference between calibration data with
and without wave-encoding in the kx-y or kx-z hybrid
domain. However, due to low-flip angle excitation, this
direct approach may suffer from low SNR, especially in

(A) (B)

F I G U R E 1 A, The proposed wave-EPI based on SE-EPI. Half-cycle of cosine wave-encoding and one-cycle of sine wave-encoding were
applied in the phase-encoding and the slice-selection directions, respectively. B, Wave-EPI trajectory in k-space
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(A) (B)

F I G U R E 2 A. The concept of the wave-encoding deconvolution using Fourier transform of the dual wave-PSFs. B. The sparse variables
indicating Fourier transform coefficients of the spatial frequency by wave encoding. (blue) real values (orange) imaginary values.

high-frequency regions. Therefore, we use a sparse fre-
quency approach called “auto-PSF” to estimate PSFs in
the high kx regions.45 The auto-PSF technique assumes
that the wave-encoding gradient has sparse frequency
content in the Fourier-transformed domain due to its
sinusoidal shape, therefore, only a small number of fre-
quency variables is needed to represent wave-encoding.
Figure 2B shows the sparse variables indicating the
Fourier transform coefficients of the spatial frequency
by wave-encoding gradients. Instead of fitting the entire
wave-encoding trajectory, we looked for the sparse fre-
quency variables to estimate the wave-PSF as follows.

𝝔 = argmin
𝝔

(
‖‖ yP(𝝔)−1

y Sr − Sw‖‖
2
2

)
(7)

where 𝝔 are the sparse frequency variables representing
wave-encoding in its Fourier-transformed domain, P is the
wave-PSF generator using the sparse frequency variables,
Sr is the k-space reference signal without wave-encoding,
and Sw is the k-space reference signal with wave-encoding,
respectively. In this paper, 𝝔 only has the four complex
numbers to present the wave-encoding. We separately esti-
mated 𝝔 for each positive and negative EPI readout as well
as each gradient in the y and z direction. As a result, the

Fourier transforms of four different PSFs are calibrated as
shown in Figure 2A. Supporting Information Figure S1,
which is available online, shows the auto-PSF simulation
to see how sparse variables change with the system imper-
fection. Exemplar estimates of wave gradient and trajec-
tory in k-space are presented in Supporting Information
Figure S2.

3.3 Wave-EPI reconstruction

We reconstructed single-shot wave-EPI data using dual
wave-PSFs and coil sensitivity maps calibrated from addi-
tional reference scans as follows.

I = argmin
I

‖‖‖‖‖‖

[
Wp yP

(
𝝔p
)

Wn yP
(
𝝔n
)

]

 xCI −

[
Sp

Sn

]‖‖‖‖‖‖

2

2

(8)

where I is the unknown image, p denotes the positive
lines, n denotes the negative lines, C is the coil-sensitivity
map, and Sp and Sn are the acquired wave-EPI k-space sig-
nal from the positive and negative readouts, respectively.
We extend the single-shot reconstruction to multi-shot
wave-EPI by exploiting low-rankness across multiple shots
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using the MUSSELS approach.18 Wave-EPI reconstruction
with Hankel low-rank constraint between multiple shots
is described as follows.

I = argmin
I

∑

s

‖‖‖‖‖‖

[
Wp yP

(
𝝔p
)

Wn yP
(
𝝔n
)

]

 xCIs −

[
Ss,p

Ss,n

]‖‖‖‖‖‖

2

2

+ ||(I)||∗ (9)

where Is is the reconstructed image of the s-th shot,
 is the Hankel matrix, and || ⋅ ||∗ represents nuclear
norm constraints, respectively. We exploit fast iterative
shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (FISTA46) to make the
loss function more stable. To minimize the nuclear
norm constraints, we used the SVD-based thresholding
approach.19,21 Exemplar code and data can be found at
“https://github.com/jaejin-cho/wave-EPI”.

3.4 Joint image reconstruction
for wave-EPI with g-Slider RF-encoding

Wave-EPI is also able to take advantage of the g-Slider
approach, which provides SNR gain by performing mul-
tiple RF encoded acquisitions over a thin slab to resolve
information from multiple slices.43 However, Equation (9)
may induce a non-negligible voxel blurring due to
increased intra-voxel phase variation within a relatively
thick, e.g., 5 mm, slab. We use wave-PSFs at the thin-slice
resolution to combat this, and directly estimate the
thin-slice resolution images. Exemplar wave PSFs are
shown in Supporting Information Figure S3. We propose
a joint image reconstruction method to take advantage
of g-Slider’s SNR gain while minimizing voxel blurring
caused by wave-encoding. We estimate shot-to-shot phase
variations from the reconstructed interim RF-encoded
and multi-shot images using the Equation (9) in advance
and use this information during the joint reconstruc-
tion. This joint reconstruction using the pre-estimated
shot-to-shot phase information for wave-EPI with g-Slider
RF-encoding to reconstruct the thin-slice image Ih can be
described as follows.

Ih = argmin
Ih

∑

s

∑

g

×
‖‖‖‖‖‖

[
Wp yGrP

(
𝝔p
)

Wn yGrP
(
𝝔n
)

]

 xC𝚽s,rIh −

[
Ss,r,p

Ss,r,n

]‖‖‖‖‖‖

2

2

(10)

where r denotes g-Slider RF encoding index, Gr is the
RF encoding matrix, 𝚽s,r is the estimated shot-to-shot
phase variation in shot s, RF index r, and Ss,r,p and
Ss,r,n are the acquired s-th shot, r-th RF encoding
signal from positive and negative readouts, respectively.

To provide an initial guess to the optimizer, we
directly applied G−1

r to the phase-removed interim shot
images.

3.5 Data acquisition

Three different in-vivo experiments highlighting the ver-
satility of wave-EPI were conducted with the approval
of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) using a 3T
Siemens Prisma system and a 32-channel head coil.
Table 1 shows the imaging parameters used for the
in-vivo experiments; single-shot GE-EPI at two differ-
ent reduction factors, two-shot SE-EPI for dMRI, and
two-shot SE-EPI with g-Slider for dMRI.43 For MS-EPI,
we present the reduction factor per single EPI shot
(Rshot = Rin × Rsms). Blipped-CAIPI was used for com-
parison in all experiments. Coil sensitivity maps were
calculated from pre-acquired low-resolution FLASH scans
using ESPIRiT.13,47 For dMRI, we used 1000s/mm2 of
b-value and used Hankel structured low-rank regular-
ization with 7× 7 kernels to mitigate shot-to-shot phase
variations. We kept 37.5% of singular values during the
SVD-truncation for the low-rank regularization, where we
estimated the truncation level by maximizing the second
fiber population count as shown in Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S4.48,49 We used the Marchenko-Pastur (MP-)
PCA denoising algorithm as implemented in the MRTRIX
toolbox to further denoise the reconstructed images50,51

and FSL diffusion toolbox using tract-based spatial statis-
tics for diffusion processing.52 Five different RF pulses
were used for g-Slider acquisition to encode thin-slice
information, which resolve a 5-mm slab into five 1-mm
slices.43 For GE-EPI and SE-EPI experiments at 1.25 mm
isotropic resolution, we were able to achieve the maxi-
mum wave amount constrained by hardware slew rate
limitation. However, for dMRI with g-Slider experiments,
we could use only wave gradients of 22mT/m× 19mT/m
due to PNS limits, where the maximum wave gra-
dient constrained by the slew rate would have been
40mT/m× 20mT/m.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Single-shot GE-EPI

Figure 3 shows 1.25 mm isotropic whole-brain single-shot
GE-EPI images at Rin × Rsms = 3× 3. As pointed out by the
red arrows in Figure 3, blipped-CAIPI suffers from recon-
struction artifacts due to high acceleration, which were
mitigated by wave-encoding. Based on the g-factor analy-
sis, wave-EPI reduced average and maximum g-factors by
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CHO et al. 1187

F I G U R E 3 The reconstructed images, g-factor analysis, and tSNR maps of single-shot GE-EPI at Rin ×Rsms = 3× 3

F I G U R E 4 The 32 diffusion-direction DWI with 1000s/mm2 of b-value using the two-shot SE-EPI at Rin ×Rsms = 5× 2 per each EPI-shot

1.21- and 1.37-fold compared to standard blipped-CAIPI in
the center slice, respectively.Temproal SNR (tSNR) maps
were also calculated from a time-series comprising 50 TRs
to quantify the tSNR gain of wave-EPI over blipped-CAIPI.

Wave-EPI increased the averaged tSNR by 9.6% compared
to standard blipped-CAIPI.

We further pushed the reduction factor to
Rin × Rsms = 4× 3 as shown in Supporting Information
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1188 CHO et al.

Figure S5. Wave-EPI significantly mitigated the aliasing
artifact and noise amplification for this highly accelerated
scan. In the g-factor analysis, wave-EPI reduced average
and maximum g-factors by 1.41- and 1.77-fold compared
to the standard blipped-CAIPI and tSNR maps also show
5.6% of the averaged tSNR gain by wave-EPI.

4.2 Two-shot SE-EPI for dMRI

Figures 4 and 5 show average DWI images and frac-
tional anisotropy (FA) map color-encoded by the pri-
mary eigenvector at b = 1000s/mm2 with 32 directions at
1.25 mm isotropic voxel size using two-shot SE-EPI with
Rin × Rsms = 5× 2 per shot. Wave-CAIPI was able to sub-
stantially reduce artifacts and noise amplification over
blipped-CAIPI despite the high acceleration level. Sup-
porting Information Figure S6 shows the DWI of a single
diffusion direction, which demonstrates the large noise
and aliasing reductions in wave-EPI.

4.3 Two-shot SE-EPI with g-Slider
for dMRI

Figures 6 and 7 show the average DWI images and col-
ored FA map at b = 1000s/mm2 for 63-direction data
at 1 mm isotropic voxel size using two-shot SE-EPI with

Rin × Rsms = 6× 2 per shot. Blipped-CAIPI with g-Slider
suffers from reduced SNR and stripe artifacts in both DWI
and FA images. In Figure 6, the red arrows point to the
remaining aliasing artifacts in blipped-CAIPI. Standard
wave-EPI with g-Slider was able to largely mitigate both
aliasing and striping artifacts, and joint reconstruction of
wave-EPI and g-Slider further removed the striping arti-
fact. In Figure 7, wave-EPI significantly improves the FA
map and reduces noise. In the region of interest (ROI) in
the solid-line box in the axial view, wave-EPI clearly visual-
izes sub-cortical white matter fascicles coherently fanning
into the cortex and the orthogonality between the primary
fiber orientations in the cerebral cortex and the cortical
surface while blipped-CAIPI has difficulty representing
the orthogonality. In the ROI in the dashed-line box in the
axial view, wave-EPI displays in exquisite detail the gray
matter bridges that span the internal capsule, giving rise to
the characteristic stripes seen in the striatum. We observed
the significant improvement of wave-EPI in the coronal
and sagittal views as well.

5 DISCUSSION

We introduced wave-EPI, which extended wave encod-
ing to EPI acquisition and incorporated inter-slice shifts,

F I G U R E 5 The 32 diffusion-direction colored FA maps with 1000s/mm2 of b-value using the two-shot SE-EPI at Rin ×Rsms = 5× 2 per
each EPI-shot
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CHO et al. 1189

F I G U R E 6 The 63
diffusion-direction DWI with
1000s/mm2 of b-value using the
two-shot SE-EPI at
Rin ×Rsms = 6× 2 per each
EPI-shot. Five different
encoded RFs were used for
high-resolution g-Slider. We
reconstructed wave-EPI images
using standard wave-EPI
reconstruction before g-Slider
decoding and joint
reconstruction of wave-EPI and
g-Slider

and for multi-shot acquisitions, structured low-rank regu-
larization for navigator-free reconstruction. This extreme
controlled aliasing approach was able to substantially
reduce g-factor noise amplification and aliasing artifacts
over standard blipped-CAIPI for a range of image contrasts
at high acceleration rates, with either single- or multi-shot
acquisition.

Using estimated dual PSFs instead of the theoretical
waveforms provided robustness against gradient imperfec-
tions in the wave-EPI reconstruction. Our FLEET-based
calibration acquisitions for PSF estimation require ∼1 min
of additional scan time for a 30-slab g-Slider acquisition.
Diffusion and functional imaging experiments often entail
the acquisition of a large number of TRs for dense sam-
pling of q-space in dMRI, and for characterization of the
hemodynamic response in fMRI. Since these acquisitions
usually last several minutes, we anticipate that the addi-
tional ∼1 min of calibration will not impact their feasibil-
ity significantly. Standard blipped-CAIPI acquisitions lend
themselves to GRAPPA/slice-GRAPPA based reconstruc-
tions, which also entail additional calibration scans with

FLEET ordering and require similar amounts of added
acquisition time. Through our generalized-SENSE recon-
struction in wave-EPI, we obviated the need for these
kernel calibration acquisitions and estimated coil sensitivi-
ties from a fast,∼11 s FLASH scan for 30 slices. To calibrate
the y and z wave-PSFs, the projected signal along the z and
y axes (kx-z image and kx-y image) can be used, respec-
tively.53 By using the projected signal, the additional scan
time can be theoretically reduced to ∼7 s.

Relatively low readout bandwidths in spin-warp appli-
cations of wave encoding allow for near-perfect g-factor
performance at, e.g., R = 3× 3 acceleration using a 32
channel head coil.31,32 The much shorter readout win-
dow in EPI acquisition precluded our ability to achieve
similar g-factor performance. As detailed in the Theory
section, a shorter readout window decreases the voxel
spreading. In addition, maximum wave gradient is lim-
ited by hardware slew rate limitation and peripheral nerve
stimulation. To combat this issue, we proposed to use a
“half-cycle” cosine waveform to achieve a larger gradient
amplitude and voxel spreading effect while satisfying the
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1190 CHO et al.

F I G U R E 7 The 63
diffusion-direction colored FA
maps with 1000s/mm2 of
b-value using the two-shot
SE-EPI at Rin ×Rsms = 6× 2 per
each EPI-shot. Five different
encoded RFs were used for
high-resolution g-Slider

slew rate and stimulation constraints. We simulated the
voxel spreading for half- and one-cycle waveforms with
the same maximum slew rate, at 1.25 mm isotropic res-
olution with Rin × Rsms = 4× 3 as shown in Figure 8.
One- and half-cycle cosine wave-gradients had 15mT/m
and 30mT/m amplitudes in the phase-encoding direction,
respectively. 15mT/m of one-cycle sine wave-gradient was
applied in the slice-selection direction in both cases. Rel-
ative to one-cycle cosine wave, half-cycle cosine yielded
more spreading in the image domain, which led to reduced
g-factor penalty. Compared to blipped-CAIPI, wave encod-
ing with one-cycle cosine reduced the average g-factor
by 1.10-fold. With the half-cycle approach, the aver-
age g-factor gain was 1.23-fold. The g-factor gain with
the half-cycle approach implies that wave-EPI provides
a mean SNR benefit of ∼1.5-averages of blipped-CAIPI

acquisition at no cost in acquisition time at 1.25 mm
isotropic resolution with Rin × Rsms = 4× 3. In addi-
tion, the relative stimulation levels for one TR at a 3T
Siemens Prisma scanner were computed by the MR IDEA
VE11C software as shown in Figure 8. The half-cycle
cosine wave remained within PNS safety limits and pro-
vided more g-factor gain compared to the one-cycle
cosine wave, which could not be played on the scan-
ner as it exceeded stimulation limits. One-cycle of cosine
wave starts and ends its gradient at the highest points,
which might increase the ramp-up and -down time
due to the slew rate and stimulation limitations. On
the other hand, half-cycle cosine encoding starts and
ends its gradient at zero amplitude and saves its slew
rate and stimulation during the ramp-up and -down
time.
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CHO et al. 1191

F I G U R E 8 Signal spreading simulation at 1.25 mm isotropy voxel size with Rin ×Rsms = 4× 3. One- and half-cycle cosine
wave-gradients had 15 mT/m and 30 mT/m amplitudes in the phase-encoding direction, respectively, and 15 mT/m of one-cycle sine
wave-gradient was applied in the slice-selection direction in both cases. The stimulation levels for one TR were shown in the last column,
which were computed by SIEMENS IDEA software for pulse sequence programming

In our current acquisitions, we have only sampled
data during the “flat-top” portion of the EPI readout.
Using ramp sampling would further increase the acqui-
sition efficiency and decrease the echo spacing. Our sim-
ulations indicate that the echo spacing can be reduced
by ∼10% at 1 mm resolution. Our observations suggest
that the proposed PSF calibration scan is flexible enough
to allow for incorporating ramp sampling for this addi-
tional efficiency gain. Another minor drawback of wave
encoding is the fact that the pre-phasing lobe of sinu-
soidal gradient waveform increases the minimum TE
by about 1 ms. Assuming a typical T2 value of 60 ms,
this would reduce the SNR level in dMRI by ∼2%. This
difference, however, is easily offset by wave-EPI’s abil-
ity to provide higher in-plane acceleration. Currently,
the amount of wave-encoding is limited by PNS dom-
inantly. At 1 mm resolution imaging, we could only
achieve the 22 mT/m of maximum wave gradient in
the phase-encoding direction at 1 mm resolution because
of PNS, where the maximum gradient constrained by

the slew rate is 38 mT/m. We anticipate that advanced
hardware systems with higher slew and relaxed nerve
stimulation limits (e.g., with head-insert or head-only gra-
dients) will allow for yet higher acceleration by enabling
the use of larger wave gradient amplitudes.

At 1 mm isotropic resolution and Rin × Rsms = 6× 2 per
shot, effective echo spacing time was 173 us. This repre-
sents 26.27 Hz in the ky direction at 220 mm FOV, which
leads to maximum 1.91 mm shift in the y direction with
a 50 Hz field map variation. Although the wave encoding
is applied linearly in the spatial domain, geometric dis-
tortions can cause inaccurate wave PSF information to be
used during reconstruction thereby inducing minor blur-
ring in the readout direction. We mitigated Nyquist ghost
artifacts using four different wave PSFs, reflecting the gra-
dient time delays and phase difference between positive
and negative wave gradients, in addition to traditional nav-
igators for readout gradients. Despite a short echo spacing
time at a high reduction factor, signal decay due to T2 and
T2* effects along with phase encoding still leads to the
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1192 CHO et al.

blurring in the ky direction regardless of wave-encoding. In
addition, unacquired k-space due to partial Fourier causes
the blurring in the ky direction. These effects can be in
part mitigated with the virtual coil approach and Hankel
low-rank constraint.

For g-Slider encoding, five RFs were used to resolve
a 5-mm slice into five 1-mm slices. We estimated and
removed the shot-to-shot variations for g-Slider, but
inaccurate phase estimations due to the high accel-
eration might have worsened the conditioning of the
g-Slider forward model as shown in the blipped-CAIPI
images in Figure 6. Supporting Information Figure S7
shows average DWI images using single-shot SE-EPI
with g-Slider RF encoding at the lower acceleration rate
of Rin × Rsms = 3× 2, where both blipped-CAIPI and
wave-EPI provided clean reconstructions. At this lower
acceleration rate, both blipped-CAIPI and wave-EPI were
able to estimate the phase of each RF encode accurately,
enabling successful self-navigation of phase differences
in g-Slider reconstruction. On the other hand, the pro-
posed joint reconstruction could be further improved by
incorporating B1 inhomogeneity and T1 relaxation con-
siderations into g-Slider RF encoding calculation to fur-
ther mitigate any remaining striping artifacts in wave-EPI
even at high accelerations. The current joint reconstruc-
tion model uses a 5× 5 matrix, which does not consider
the contribution from the adjacent slabs to the target slab’s
magnetization.

The voxel spreading effect of wave gradients is con-
tinuous across space and, thus, has the potential to
cause within-voxel blurring since the top and bottom
edges of each voxel will experience slightly different
PSFs. We simulated the amount of this within-voxel
blurring at 1× 1× 1 mm3 resolution in Figure 9. As
shown in Figure 9C, standard wave-EPI extended
FWHM by 0.01 mm and generated 8% of sidelobes due
to the 5 mm thick slab before g-Slider reconstruction.
The remaining intravoxel phase variation also con-
tributes to the stripe artifacts observed in Figure 6.
Meanwhile, joint reconstruction of wave-EPI and
g-Slider only extended FWHM by 0.01 mm and reduced
intra-voxel blurring to negligible levels. We further inves-
tigated the intra-voxel blurring for larger amounts of
wave-encoding gradients at an advanced 7 T hardware sys-
tem with head gradient coil54 in Supporting Information
Figure S8.

Wave-encoding can improve the image reconstruc-
tion condition by acquiring the points in the missing
k-space lines. An exemplar and related “zig-zag” trajec-
tory is shown in Supporting Information Figure S9a. The
readout trajectory shifts up and back by Δky for every
sampling point at reduction factor R = 2. Because of
the oversampling in the x direction, the trajectory can

cover all missing lines without affecting scan time while
avoiding folding artifacts along the readout axis. This
sampling pattern reduces the effective reduction factor
in the ky direction up to two-fold theoretically. However,
this sampling pattern is not possible with current gra-
dient systems as well as due to PNS constraints. Zigzag
GRAPPA55 and wave-CAIPI31,32 are practical imple-
mentations that acquire k-space points in the missing
lines to reduce the effective reduction in the ky direc-
tion with the current hardware systems, while respecting
PNS constraints. Supporting Information Figure S9b
shows practical implementation with wave-encoded
trajectory.

The proposed half-cycle cosine wave encoding also
acquires k-space points in the missing lines to improve the
reconstruction condition by reducing the effective reduc-
tion factor in the ky direction. With respect to the acqui-
sition with the oblique straight readouts as in view angle
tilting (VAT),56,57 half-cycle cosine wave encoding has the
same trajectory slope at the center of k-space. However, the
slope of half-cycle wave encoding is continuously chang-
ing along the kx direction, and the slope becomes zero
at the edge of the k-space, as in Cartesian sampling. As
a result, the half-cycle wave encoding takes an advan-
tage of tilted trajectory, acquiring k-space points in the
missing lines and reducing the effective reduction in the
ky direction, while minimizing the blurring by continu-
ously changing slope along the kx direction, as shown in
Supporting Information Figure S10. By achieving 1 cycle
with retaining the same Gw with an advanced hardware
system, the resolution loss can decrease to 0.03% and
become negligible, while preserving g-factor benefits. In
the kx-kz domain, one-cycle sine wave encoding has zero
slope at both edge and center of k-space, and maximum
slopes are placed at 1/4 and 3/4 points of the readout. At
1.25 mm, 15 mT/m of sine encoding has no resolution
loss.

We scanned a resolution phantom to investigate
the effect in the image resolution by half-cycle cosine
wave-encoding gradients, as shown in the Supporting
Information Figure S11. We applied 29 mT/m of cosine
gradient in the phase-encoding direction. In the sim-
ulation, we expected a 3% increase in FWHM, and
observed comparable image resolution based on the
detailed structures in the phantom as expected from the
PSF simulation. We theoretically explained the phase
inducing the resolution loss in Supporting Information
Script.

The wave-encoding improves the image reconstruction
condition using the coil sensitivity variations in the x direc-
tion. The bigger spreading can use the bigger coil sensitiv-
ity difference and improve the image restoration condition
more efficiently. As shown in Equation (4), the maximum
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CHO et al. 1193

F I G U R E 9 Intra-voxel dephasing
simulation at 1 mm isotropy voxel size.
22 mT/m× 19 mT/m of wave-encoding
were applied. A, The phase variation
within a voxel. B, Wave gradients and
corresponding spatial frequencies
during a readout. C, PSF simulations
using the standard wave-EPI
reconstruction and joint reconstruction
of wave-EPI and g-Slider

(A)

(B)

(C)

image spreading distance is defined as y
2𝜋
⋅ Gw

Gx
. In k-space,

we can intuitively guess the conditioning improvement by
wave-encoding using the maximum slope of the trajectory,
Gw
Gx

, in the kx-ky and kx-kz domains.
Wave-EPI reconstruction for single-shot acqui-

sition requires 29 s per slice-group, whereas this is
28 s/slice-group in blipped-CAIPI. The additional
low-rank thresholding step in multi-shot acquisi-
tion further increases the reconstruction time to
3.8 min/slice-group for wave- and 3.2 min/slice-group
in blipped-CAIPI. Our current Matlab implementation
makes use of parallel processing across the slice groups,

but further speed-up is possible through additional
parallelization across volumes, code optimization, and
alternate reconstruction algorithms such as unrolled net-
works,58–61 which can learn more efficient ways to perform
gradient descent along with learned regularizers.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Wave-CAIPI was proposed to enable combined and high
in-plane and SMS acceleration factors to improve the
geometric fidelity and acquisition speed of EPI. Its
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1194 CHO et al.

application was demonstrated in GE, SE, and diffu-
sion contrasts with single- and multi-shot acquisition,
and g-Slider RF encoding was incorporated for high
isotropic resolution imaging. Dual wave-PSFs and struc-
tured low-rank regularization were introduced to improve
the robustness of its reconstruction to trajectory errors and
shot-to-shot variations. We proposed a joint image recon-
struction method for wave-EPI with g-Slider to minimize
the intra-voxel blurring by wave-encoding. In-vivo exper-
iments showed that wave-EPI acquisition allows high
acceleration rates with decreased g-factor penalty and
image artifacts relative to blipped-CAIPI EPI.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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Figure S1. Auto-PSF simulation with system imperfec-
tions. The first row shows spatial frequency by 22 mT/m of
one cycle cosine wave gradient. We simulated 40 us of time
delay, 20% of gradient scaling error, and 10% of phase off-
set. The second row shows sparse contents of the Fourier
transform of the spatial frequency. Time delay and scal-
ing error of gradient changed the phase and amplitude of
the sparse variables, respectively. Phase offset and other
low-frequency contents will alter the amplitude of four
sparse variables.
Figure S2. The effective wave gradient and spatial fre-
quency at the 1 mm resolution imaging with 1516 Hz/pixel
bandwidth. The last column shows the difference in the
spatial frequency.
Figure S3. Fourier transform of wave-PSFs of standard
wave-EPI and joint reconstruction. Standard wave-EPI
reconstruction utilizes one wave-PSF for one slab while
joint reconstruction uses wave-PSFs at the thin-slice reso-
lution.
Figure S4. The number of 2nd-order crossing fibers
according to the number of the keeping singular values
during the SVD truncation for the low-rank regularization.
Figure S5. The reconstructed images, g-factor analysis,
and tSNR maps of single-shot GE-EPI at Rin ×Rsms = 4× 3.
Figure S6. Single diffusion direction image with
1000s/mm2 of b-value using the two-shot SE-EPI at
Rin × Rsms = 5× 2 per each EPI-shot.
Figure S7. 20 diffusion-direction DWI with 1000s/mm2 of
b-value using the single-shot SE-EPI at Rin × Rsms = 3× 2
per each EPI-shot. Five different encoded RFs were used
for high-resolution g-Slider.

Figure S8. The wave-encoding simulation for
1× 1× 1 mm3 voxel at bandwidth 1516 Hz/pixel. a. voxel
signal simulation for the blipped-CAIPI b. voxel sig-
nal simulation with 24mT/m× 12mT/m wave-encoding,
where amount of wave-encoding was limited by the PNS
limitation at the current 3 T Siemens system. The aver-
aged g-factor was reduced by 1.09-fold at Rin ×Rsms = 4× 3
c: voxel signal simulation with 144mT/m× 72mT/m
wave-encoding for an advanced 7 T hardware system with
head gradient coil,54 where it has a similar PNS level with
wave-EPI at the current 3 T Siemens system. The PNS was
calculated by the SAFE model.62 The averaged g-factor was
reduced by 1.67-fold compared with the blipped-CAIPI.
However, we observed the voxel tilting in the x-y
domain26,63 and blurring in the x-z domain, therefore, the
FWHM of PSF was significantly increased to 3.06 mm.
The simulation implies that the amount of wave-encoding
might need to be constrained by the intra-voxel blur-
ring in the wave-EPI acquisition as well as slew rate
and PNS when using the cutting-edge hardware sys-
tem. d. voxel signal simulation with 58mT/m× 29mT/m
wave encoding. When FWHM was limited by the 10%
penalty, using the advanced hardware system still has the
averaged g-factor gain by 1.30-fold compared with the
blipped-CAIPI at Rin × Rsms = 4× 3, which has 42% of PNS
compared with the wave-EPI at the current 3 T Siemens
system
Figure S9. (a) The optimal trajectory for image recon-
struction at R2 imaging. Due to the readout oversam-
pling, we can avoid the folding artifacts in the x direc-
tion and acquire missing lines without a time increase.
However, this sampling pattern is not possible due to
PNS and current hardware system. (b) Exemplar practi-
cal implementation using wave-CAIPI trajectory to reduce
the effective reduction factor in the ky direction with
the current hardware systems while respecting PNS
constraints. In the x direction, we can use the addi-
tional coil sensitivity variation to improve the recon-
struction condition and readout oversampling boosts this
advantage.
Figure S10. Exemplar k-space, aliased image (R = 2), sig-
nal from a single voxel (1.25× 1.25 mm2) after the image
reconstruction, and PSF simulation for Cartesian sam-
pling, acquisition with oblique readouts (Gy = 30 mT/m),
and half-cycle wave encoding with Gw = 30 mT/m, respec-
tively.
Figure S11. Phantom experiment for investigating the
blurring caused by 29mT/m of half-cycle cosine wave gra-
dients. The sizes of the pins in the phantom are 2.5, 2.0,
1.5, 1.0, 0.7, 0.5, and 0.4 mm. The center-to-center spac-
ings of the pins are 5.0, 4.0, 3.0, 2.0, 1.4, 1.0, and 0.8 mm.
We acquired 5 averages of 8-shot GE-EPI scans at reduc-
tion factor 8 and 1× 1× 5 mm3 of voxel resolution and
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combined the shots before the image reconstruction. The
bottom row shows the theoretical PSFs by wave-encoding
gradients
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